Abstract. New ephemerides of Jupiter's Galilean satellites are produced from an analysis of CCD astrometric data, Voyager-mission optical navigation images, mutual event observations, photographic plates, and eclipse timing observations. The resulting parameters, for use in the galsat computer software, are in the B1950 frame for use by the Galileo space mission. Results in the J2000 system are also available. 
1, Introduction
This paper documents the Galilean satellite ephemerides designated as E5, which were delivered in support of the Galileo space mission to Jupiter. The E5 ephemerides supersede the E4 ephemerides, which were developed (Lieske 1994a ) without using CCD astrometric data in order to assess the new data type. It is believed that the E5 ephemerides are better than the E3 and E4 ephemerides and they are recommended for general usage. The parameters of E5 are given in the B1950 system so that the galsat software (Lieske 1977) can be employed directly to compute coordinates in the B1950 frame, which has been adopted for the Galileo mission.
The ephemerides E2 (Lieske 1980) were developed prior to the Voyager mission and were based solely on an analysis of earth-based observations. The E2 ephemerides utilized mutual event data from 1973 (Aksnes and Franklin, 1976) , photographic astrometric observations from 1967 -1978 (PSSCU 1977 , and Jovian satellite eclipse timings from 1878 -1974 (Pickering 1907 , Pi('rce 1974 , Lieske 1980 . Post-Voyager tnission ephemeris improvements yielded {y)lltvlmrides E3, which included Voyager optical navigation astrometric data and Voyager-derived physical constants (Campbell and Synnott, 1985) . The E3 ephemerides employed mutual event data from 1973 and 1979 , Voyager optical navigation ast rometric measurements from 1979 (Synnott et al 1982) , additional pht ographic observations by D. Pascu from 1973 Pascu from -1979 , and eclipse timings from 1652 to 1983 (Lieske 1986 (Lieske , 1987 .
The initial pre-Galileo mission ephemerides were designated E4 (Lieske 1994a) and included extended mutual event data and photographic data, but no CCD observations, since they were still in the process of being evaluated. The E4 ephemerides employed the previously mentioned Voyager data, mutual event data from 1973 and 1979 corrected for phase effects by adding 6t to the observation time (Aksnes et al 1986) , photographic data and Jovian eclipse timings, as well as additional mutual event astrometric measurements from 1985 and 1991 (Aksnes et al 1986; Franklin et al 1991 Kaas et al 1997 Descamps 1994; Goguen et al 1988; Goguen 1994; Mallama 1992) , and additional photographic observations from Pascu (1993) covering the interval 1980-1991. Three-years' of CCD data from Flagstaff (Monet et al 1994 , Owen 1995 were evaluated, but not employed in developing the E4 ephemerides.
The E5 ephemerides represent the most current evolution of the Galilean satellite ephemerides and incorporate all of the above data types, including an evaluation the Doppler data of Ostro et al (1992) .
The 50 parameters which define the theory of motion of the Galilean satellites (Lieske 1977) could also be transformed in a manner such that the same galsat computer program can be employed to compute rectangular coordinates with their values being in the J2000 system. Documentation and an algorithm for such transformation of all galsat-related ephemerides (e.g., Lieske 1977 Lieske , 1980 ; Arlot 1!)82; Vasundhara 1994) will be issued later. In the nleantime the equatorial coordinates can be tmmformed in the following manner.
For the Cnlileo mission, all input quantities are in the B 1950 frallle WMI Earth equatorial coordinates t ransfor-.J. E{. Liwke: Gnlilenn sut(.ilite vi)hwlwri(lw W 2 !Imt itjll from B 19.50 to J2000 tile Illatrix multiplication r~~ooo = ArBl~so , when necessary is done by (1) where the matrix A could be taken from that recommended by IAU Commission 20 (West 1!)92),
A = PIAL?R3(-O'!525) (2)
with P1~u being the standard IAU precession matrix from B1950 to J2000 (Lieske 1979) ,
or A could be taken from the earlier discussion of Standish (1982) , which was developed for transforming from DE118 to DE200,
It essentially consists of a rotation Al? in the B1950 equatorial plane from the FK4 origin to the dynamical equinox and then processing from B1950 to J2000 using the IAU 1976 equatorial precession parameters P IAU . The matrix A could also be derived from Lieske's discussion ( 1994b) on the precession of orbital elements,
A = R~(-~J~~~~)R~(~') R~(-~A)R~(-~)R~ (g~~Q~o) . (5)
For the Galileo mission, the method of Standish given in Eq. (4) is employed to precess from B1950 to J2000.
The rotation matrices Ri are the standard matrices for rotations about the z, ~, or z axes for i = 1,2,3:
[Zi:e:;:l T he various matrices mentioned in Eqs (2), (4) and (5) are presented in Table 1 . The maximum difference in satellite coordinates, due to the different precessional transformations, is about 1.5 km, so any of the previously mentioned matrices could be used in a practical situation.
The basic parameters
Ill the galsat-type ephemerides, the Jovicentric Earthequatoriiil coordintites of the Galilean satellites are computed as a function of 50 "galsat" parameters (Lieske 1977) . lhe definitions of t he basic parameters upon which the theory depends are given in Tables '2 and 3. It is seen that they are a combination of physical parameters and orbital elements.
In the E5 ephemerides, we emp]oyed the satellite masses (E 1 -S4 ) and Jupiter pole which were determined by Campbell and Synnott (1985) 1955 because of its rapid motion. The derived values of AT effectively depend upon a partitioning into portions due to lunar tidal effects versus real changes in AT. It essentially depends upon the parameter employed to describe the lunar tidal acceleration fififocnr. The classical determination of ti~loon = -22.44 arcsec/cy2 by Spencer Jones (1939) was employed for the El and E2 (Lieske 1980) ephemerides by means of the Brouwer (1952) and Martin (1969) values of AT, which were on the Spencer Jones system.
The hlorrison and Ward (1975) value of iz,v~~n = -26.0 arcsec/cy2 was used for E3, E4 and E5. Tables of AT given by Stephenson and Morrison (1984) can be adjusted for any h,\foOn by the technique noted in Lieske (1987) where To is measured in centuries from the 1955.5 epoch of Morrison (1980) . The theory parameters of E 1 and E'2 are consistent with the Spencer-Jones value of i~,tfOOn, while those for E3 through E5 are consistent with that of hlorrison and Ward. A variety of clifferent observational data types were employed in developing ephemerides E5. A new and very powerful data type of CCD observations from the U.S. Nawd Observatory Flagstaff Station was used for the first time, together with very accurate Voyager optical navigation data from 1979 and th e mutual event observations 1973-1991, photographic observations of D. Pescu from 1967-1993 and Jovian eclipse timings from 1652-1983. Doppler observations from 1987-1991 were employed to assess the value of the Doppler data and evaluate the ephemerides. By intercomparing various data types one learns of the strengths and weaknesses of each individual type of data and discovers inconsistencies among the data types. The data are described in Table 4 , which also gives the percentage change in weighted sum-of-squares for ephemeris E5 relative to ephemeris E3. A plus sign indicates an increase and a minus sign indicates a decrease in the weighted residuals. The various data types were combined by weighting each observation by the reciprocal of its squared apriori standard deviation, and in >Ionet and . The Flagstaff data were processed at JPL by W'. Owen who produced normal-point residuals, typically from 30-50 CCD "exposures", for the author using ephemeris E3. Those residuals were then employed by the author to generate pseudo-observable "normal-point observations" by adding the residual to an artificially-constructed computed position at the mean time of the CCD exposures using the same ephemeris which was employed in computing the CCD residuals. Such a "normal point observation" could be employed with other astrometric data in an analysis of the obser~'fitions, and should represent a valid description of tlw actual CCD observations. Additionally, the pseudoobservatiolls will serve the purpose of archiving the CCD observations in convenient form. In processing the CCD data Owen would estimate the pointing and orientation paratneters and employ a single telescope scale factor (modified for refraction and atmospheric effects) for all the Flagstaff data and he would use a single ephemeris (viz, E3) which was not adjusted in the reduction process. If that procedure is valid, then the pseudo-observables generated should behave like valid observational data, viz. the residuals should decrease if one employs a better ephemeris with the original pseud-observables. It was for this reason that ephemeris E3 was intentionally employed -it was known to need some correction and we desired to explore the validity of the process of constructing normal point pseud~observables. If the normal points were constructed instead on a different ephemeris, then the pseudo-observables differed by less than 15 km (0'!005) from those generated via ephemeris E3, even though the residuals might actually be significantly different using the two ephemerides. That 15-km reproducibility of the normal points is a good indication of the intrinsic accuracy of the CCD data. Some less-accurate CCD data from the JPL Table  Mountain Facility (Owen 1995) were also employed, although with hindsight they probably should not have been included in developing E5. They did not exhibit the reduction of residuals with a better ephemeris, and that is believed to be due to the fact that there were too few Table Mountain data to adequately separate the orbital effects from the telescope effects.
The CCD data were processed using Lambert scattering to compute the offset between the center of light and center of figure (Lindegren 1977) and it is believed that the dominant remaining unmodeled error source in these data is due to albedo variations across the disk of the satellites. Recent estimates of the albedo variations by several scientists (Goguen 1994 , Mallama 1993 , Riedel 1994 , Gaskell 1995 are not entirely consistent and for the Galile&mission ephemerides it was decided to limit the processing to computation of the difference between center of light and center of figure due to Lambert scattering only, since it represents a reasonable first approximation to the scattering properties of the satellites if one excludes albedo variations (viz., effects which depend upon features on the satellites and which vary with planetocent ric longitude of the central disc). The extrapolation of Voyager-derived scattering properties (which occurred at high phase angle) to the scattering properties of the satellites at low phase angle as observed from the Earth is not entirely satisfactory and the several efforts done to date are not entirely consistent with one another. It is hoped that some series of observations made from the Hubble Space Telescope will resolve the problems.
The Flagstatf CCD data were weighted using a staudard deviation of 0'.'03, which corresponds to about 90 km for these earth-based observations. The Table Jlountain ROIOIIVO RA CCD data on !!S o 12 --/ r -------l 300 I During the Voyager mission in 1979, some optical navigation images of the Jovian satellites were taken from the spacecraft for use in navigating the spacecraft to the JcE vian encounter. We have 183 observations of the Jovian satellites in right ~cension and in declination, made during the Voyager I and Voyager 11 encounters (Synnott et al, 1982) . The opt ical navigation images are analogous to cart h-based ast remet ric observations of the satellites except that the "opnav" images are taken by an "observer" much closer to the Jovian system (typically 13-95 light seconds from the satellites). At 5.106 km from Jupiter, one arcsec corresponds approximately to 25 km. Additionally, the spacecraft-b-observations are the result of analyzing extended satellite images. By inferring the center of the satellite from observations of the limb, the Voyager data do not have the center-of-light vs center-of-figure problems which are common to disk-integrated images such as those contained in CCD observations and photographic plates and mutual events. The Voyager data were weighted using a standard deviation of 1'!0. For spacecraft-t-satellite distances of 13-95 light seconds, the 1 '!0 corresponds to 19 and 140 km respectively for these spacecraft-based observations. The Voyager optical navigation residuals on ephemeris ES are depicted for right ~cension and declination in Fig. 2. .1 11. l,llv4Kts: ( ,, LIIIOII II wlLe-ill L4, $'pllf,llll. rl(l<% 1.,.-,
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Mutual Event RA roolduslo on ES Mutual Event docllrmlorr rooldum on ES 020 -l-r"-": The ordinate is in arc.s.ec with an approximate corresponding linear distance scale on the right.
3'.3. Mutual event astrvmetnc data
Since 1973 there have been successful campaigns to ob serve the mutual event seasons every six years, when the Jovian satellites eclipse and occult one another as the Sun and the Earth pass through the plane of the Jovian equator, in which the satellite orbits lie, Aksnes and colleagues (Aksnes 1974 (Aksnes , 1984 Aksnea and Fhrdclin 1978, 1990) , along with Arlot and colleagues (Arlot 1978 (Arlot , 1984 (Arlot , 1990 (Arlot , 1996 , have made predictions of such mutual events available to scientists throughout the world and have organized scientific programs to observe the mutual events. Aksnes' team haa produced ~trometric separations of the satellites, at times near the mid-event times, which are very useful for ephemeris development purposes. The early Galilean satellite ephemerides El and E2 (Lieske 1980 ) employed the Aksne.s data from 1973 (Aksnes and Franklin 1976) and 1979 and were affected by the phase offsets between eclipses and occultations which led Aksnes et al (1986) to recommend that dt be added to the published observation times for the 1973 and 1979 data. The ephemerides E3 were generated using the recommended additions of c5t to the observation times in processing the 1973 and 1979 mutual events astrometric data.
In the processing of mutual event observations by the Aksnes team in 1985 (Franklin et al 1991 ) and 1991 (KaM et al 1997 , it was intended that no value of dt would be required but that instead the authors would incorporate the ph~e effects into their published times and separations. However, the effects were added in the incorrect direction for the published data and hence it is recommended (Aksnes 1993, Franklin 1993 , Lieske 1995 that the 1985 and 1991 Aksnes data be employed by adding tunce the pub Iished vnlues of the At phase corrections to the observation tilnt's. Essentially the first addition of dt relnoves the errwntwus ilpplicatiwl of the phi~e effects with the ilworrect sign and the second application of 6t actually corrects for the phase problem. Additionally, some infra-red astrometric mutual event separations were obtained from Goguen et al (1988) in 1985 as well as in 1991 (Goguen 1994) . Astrometric separations from the 1991 mutual event season which were employed in the development of ES were also published by Malku-na (1992a), Spencer (1993) and by Desc&lMps (1994) .
The mutual event data were weighted using standard deviations of 0'!020 to 0'.'045, which corresponds to 60 km and 140 respectively for these earth-based observations. The typical weight corresponds to a standard deviation of 0'!030 or 90 km.
The obvious offset in right ascension residuals for the 1991 mutual event season depicted in Fig. 3 is believed not to be due to ephemeris errors, but rather is due to albedo effects since almost all of the 1991 mutual event observations involved Io and were made at comparable longitudes on the satellite disk. The CCD and photographic data, for example, show no such offset and those data were sampled at various longitudes.
d. Photogmphic observations
The long and valuable series of photographic observations made by D. Pascu of the U.S. Naval Observatory have been an essential ingredient of the Galilean satellite ephemerides since the first development of the Galsat software. In an extended series of observations 1967 , Pascu (1977 provided aatrometric ob servations of the satellites. He pioneered the development of neutral density filters to enable the accurate observation of the Galilean satellites on a regular basis. The Pascu data were reduced using a single scale factor (modified by adjust ments for refraction for each observation) for the ensemble of observntionst ns determined by Pascu. Additioliidly, a correction to the Pascu scale WM applied for a r(lrnct i{)n-relattxj efffxt, w]wunt ing to a relative change in scale of -5 S'.'2/206265, which probably resulted from the tlliillll(~r ill which the plate scale was originally determined.
Tile photographic data from 1967 through 1975 were weighted using a standard deviation of 0'.'13 per expm sure, while those from 1976 onwards were weighted using a standard deviation of 0'.'09 per exposure, corresponding to position uncertainties of 400 km and 275 km, respectively, for each exposure. A photographic plate typically consisted of 4 exposures of each satellite.
The residuals on E5 for photographic observations are plotted in Fig. 4 . In the figure, normal-point residuals are presented for each photographic plate, in order to make the comparison with the normal-point CCD observations more feasible. In the plots, the residuals for all exposures of a given satellite on a single plate are averaged into a single normal-point residual.
Jupiter eclipse timings
The Jovian eclipse timings, representing the classical observations of the Galilean satellites back to the 17th century, were discussed in Lieske ( 1986a, b) . The early data are from the Pingr6 17th century collection later published by Bigourdan (1901) , and from the Delisle collection (Bigourdan 1897) . The book on 17th century astronomy by Pingr6 published by Bigourdan was originally scheduled for publication 100 years earlier by Pingr6, But Pingr6's death and the French revolution intervened, and the printer's proof copies were destroyed as scrap paper. It was only 100 years later that a copy of the proofs was found and ultimately published by the Paris Academy. The manuscript collection of J.-N. Delisle contains a wealth of historically and scientifically interesting observations of Galilean satellite eclipses. These two collections effectively re-construct the "lost" Delambre collection.
We employed satellite radii of 1815, 1569, 2631 and 2400 km for Io through Callisto, respectively (Davies et al 1985) , in reducing the eclipse timings.
Additionally, the series of eclipse observations by Pickering from 18i'8-1903 (Pickering 1907) and those accumulated by Pierce (1974) , together with those of many amateur astronomers, especially those coordinated by B. Loader and J. \Vestfall, were employed. Finally, a few eclipse timings by JIallama (1992b) taken in 1990-91 were analyzed.
The eclipse timing data were employed with average standard deviations between 44 sec for Io and 150 sec for Callisto with a mean of 63 see, which correspond to position uncertainties of 775 km for Io, 1225 km for Callisto, and S00 km on the at'erage for all satellites. The residuals appt'ar visually sinlilar to those depicted in Lieske (1986a) M]d therefore they are not presented here again.
Doppler duta
'I'he Doppler observations discussed by Ostro et al (1992) were employed to evaluate the ephemerides and explore the potential of Doppler data, but they were not included in analysis and the development of E5. The data are consistent with the observations which were analyzed, but they were not included in the analysis because of possible uncertainty in the radar scattering properties of the satellites similar to albedo effects which depend upon the planetocentric longitude. The 50 Doppler observations of the outer three Galilean satellites were made between 1987 and 1991.
The Doppler data were weighted using standard deviations of 19 Hz for Europa, 12 Hz for Ganymede and 10 Hz for Callisto for the Arecibo 13-cm S-band system data.
Discussion
The theory parameters which result from the analysis of these data are listed in Table 5 , which will produce ce ordinates in the B1950 frame when used with the galsat software. A future paper will document how they, and any other set of galsat parameters, can be transformed to the J2000 system in a manner such that the galsat software will directly produce J2000 coordinates. In Table 5 , the uncertainties listed for the e and 6 parameters are the formal errors obtained in the estimation process. By comparing the coordinates of ephemerides E3 with those of E5 and interpreting those differences to represent a l-a error, we obtain a scale factor which should be applied for the formal uncertainties listed in the table. That scale factor ranges between 2.5 and 3, so we recommend that the formal errors be multiplied by 3. The derived values of the angular variables for E5 are given in Table 6 . The series coefficients for satellite coordinates ~, v and < are summarized in Table 7 for the E5 ephemerides.
Representing the Jupiter-equatorial projection of the orbital radius by p, and the true and mean longitudes by v and t, respectively, then the equatorial radial component < = (p -a)/a consists of cosine terms f(t) = 'Z/<l cos @l (t), while the longitude component v = v -t consists of sine terms v(t) = EKz sin &(t), and the latitude component ( = z/a consists of sine terms ~(~) = IX3 sin @3(r). As developed by Sampson (1921, pp. 229-230) , the "time-completed" ~ may be defined as
where t is "ephemeris time" (TDB). One can employ the time-completed to compute the latitude quantity s(t) = z/p from the shorter series for <(t) = .2/a via the relationship s(t) = <(t+ LI/n). It effectively amounts to calculating the latitude perturbations as a function of true longitude rather than as a function of mean longitude. The Jupiter equatorial coordinates f = ($, J, :)T are computed from the orbital conlponents f, u, < using the equations Z = a(l+<)cos(t?-@+v) = a(l+f)sin(t'-++v) . = a(l+<)s.
The Earth-equatorial coordinates r= (z,y,z)= are then computedfrom the Jupiter-equatorial coordinates via the rotation matrices
It is these Earth-equatorial coordinates r that are provided by the galsat software. As described in Theory, the Earth-equatorial coordinates are constructed from the series for{, uand< by the relationship whert? the right-hand sides are the result of computing the series giveu in Table 7 . The third equation for s(t) empIoys the time-completed r = .! + u/n to evaluate the series for <(~) and thus to obtain s(t).
The adjustable parameters c and d for ephemerides E5in the B19.50 frame are given in Table5. The derived valuesof theangular variables for E5 are given in Table6. 
